The Summit Lighthouse and
Church Universal and Triumphant
ORDER OF THE SONS AND DAUGHTERS
OF MOTHER INDIA PROFILE
NAME OF ORDER: Order of the Sons and Daughters of Mother India
PURPOSE OF ORDER: Members of this Holy Order are dedicated to reinforcing the
vision of the destiny of India and America as twin-flame nations for the victory of the
planet in the Golden Age.
SPONSORING ASCENDED MASTER: Members call to Ascended Master
Chananda, Chief of the Indian Council of the Great White Brotherhood, to sponsor their
work on behalf of his beloved India.
RAYS OF SERVICE: Eighth Ray of integration complemented by the First Ray of
God's Will, the Second Ray of wisdom and illumination, the Third Ray of love, creativity
and beauty, and the Fourth Ray of purity and discipline
WEEKLY SERVICE: Weekly attendance at the Saturday night Saint Germain Service.
If a member doesn't live near a teaching center or study group he or she may give a two
hour service at home based on Church Universal and Triumphant Services and Rituals
Manual.
CHARITY WORK: 1) Keep the flame for Mother India and offer daily decrees and
prayers. 2) Study in the universities of India and assist in opening branches of Montessori
International all across India. 3) Donate books and other material on the teachings of the
ascended masters for India. 4) Provide financial support for publishing the teachings,
including Pearls of Wisdom and Keepers of the Flame lessons, in English language.
MEMBERSHIP REQUIREMENTS: Open to all members of the Keepers of the Flame
Fraternity in good standing. This order is for those who are dedicated to assisting the
Great White Brotherhood to realize the divine plan for Mother India.
CONTACT INFORMATION: For questions, comments or to share creative ideas for
this or other Holy Orders please e-mail HolyOrders@tsl.org and/or join with other
members in an online meeting room designated for this Order at
http://www.holyorders.org
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The Summit Lighthouse and
Church Universal and Triumphant
Order of the Sons and Daughters of Mother India Guidelines
•
•
•

This Order is dedicated to assisting the Great White Brotherhood to realize the divine
plan for Mother India.
Members call to Ascended Master Chananda, Chief of the Indian Council of the
Great White Brotherhood to sponsor their work on behalf of his beloved India.
Open to all members of the Keepers of the Flame Fraternity in good standing.

PURPOSE
•
•
•

Reinforce the vision of destiny of India and America as twin-flame nations for the
victory of the planet in the Golden Age.
Provide an avenue of service for those who feel an inner calling to fulfill their
divine plan and balance their karma by breaking the bread of teachings with their
brothers and sisters in India.
Strengthen the ties of charity within community among those who are devoted to
the cause of Mother India.

MISSION AND VISION STATEMENTS
The mission and vision statements are developed by those who join this Holy
Order. These statements should include concepts from the teachings of the ascended
masters that pertain to this Holy Order. Following are examples to include in the
mission statement:
• Coordinate the divine plan of India and America as one plan.(1)
• Infuse the hearts of devotees in East and West as the mighty fusion of twin flames.(1)
• God victory of the fiery destiny of India and United States through the
convergence of the paths of East and West.(2), (3), (4)
Following are examples to include in a vision statement:
• Visualize streams of planetary energies perpetually flowing over figure eight
pattern between the twin nations of America (as positive polarity, Alpha) and
India (as negative polarity, Omega) through the heart of Sanat Kumara
superimposed over devotees’ hearts for the transmutation of global karma. (5)
•
Realize the fullness of fiat (taken from decree 7.06), ‘By the Power of the ThreeTimes-Three, America and India and all are Free’ for the transfer of the entire
momentum of the ascended masters’ teachings to India.(6)
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WAY OF LIFE
• Daily devotions to Chananda, El Morya, Kuthumi, Babaji, Maha Chohan, Surya,
Krishna, Shiva, Ganesha, Laksmi, Kali, Durga and other masters who have
sponsored this endeavor for the victory of light in India and America.
• Members lead by example. They exemplify the standard of the Brotherhood by
guarding the light in their four lower bodies by being either married or single and
celibate. Weekly attendance at the Saint Germain Service on Saturday. If a
member doesn't live near a teaching center or study group he or she may give a
two hour service at home based on Church Universal and Triumphant Services
and Rituals Manual.
• Members could wear a ring, pendant, medallion or a pin with a ruby stone.
RECOMMENDED PRAYERS, DECREES, AND MEDITATIONS
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Decree 20.12, “I Ratify the Judgment of Helios,” combined with decree 20.09, “I
Cast Out the Dweller-On-The-Threshold!,” decree 20.07, “The Judgment Call”
and decree 0.30, “The Solar Ring” (7), (8)
Golden mantra to Padma Sambhava, Maha mantra to Krishna, Buddhist and Bija
mantras to feminine deities, devotional bhajans.
Decree 7.20, “Decree for World Mercy," and devotional songs and rosaries to
Mother Mary and Kuan Yin. (9)
The meditation on the Sacred Ritual for the Creation of the Cloud. (10)
Superimpose the map of India over the map of America and make calls to
Chananda, El Morya, Kuthumi, Dwal Kul, Serapis Bey, the Great Divine Director
and Saint Germain for the coordination of the divine plan for all of India and
America as one.(11)
Decree 60.00, “Beloved Flame of Resurrection” and the ‘resurrection’ portion
from decree 1.30, “Heart, Head and Hand.” (12)
Decrees to violet flame to keep charkas purified. (13)
Partake of the Holy Communion at least once a week. (For those who do not live
near a teaching center or study group, they could partake of Holy Communion in
their homes by following the instructions for Holy Communion in the Ashram
Ritual booklet).

STUDY, TEACH, AND PREACH THE WORD
•

Study dictations given by the masters addressing the joint destiny of India and
America.

•

Help infuse India with practical spiritual religion by assisting in translating and
publishing the teachings of Hinduism and Buddhism in Indian languages as taught
by the ascended masters.(14)

•

Help in ministering and breaking the bread of the teachings of the ascended
masters with those who are ready.(15), ( 16)
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•
•
•

As representatives of the World Teachers, preach the Word and help others
understand the true meaning of the embodiment of Trinity.(17)
Assist in transferring the flame of the practical application of the Law of the Word
to the immediate solutions to problems of India.(18)
Share with others the joy of love, the joy of God’s will, the joy of overcoming
through self-mastery and the grace of the Holy Spirit.(19)

THE HOLY PLEDGE/VOW
Guru’s Call: “If ever there was a missionary calling to any of you who can perceive the
threat to the entire balance of world power, it is in this hour! And the mission is not to the
darkest Africa, but to darkest India. For it could be said that India is in her darkest hour in
modern time. --- if perchance you, in commemoration of the path of the wise ones of the
twentieth century, to make the journey to India where Christ might be born because you
come-then I should be eternally grateful.” (Beloved Chananda, “India in Her Darkest
Hour,” June 7, 1981, POW Vol. 24, No. 23)
Chela’s Pledge/Vow: You have called me beloved Chananda and I have answered. I give
you my life for the Cause of the Great White Brotherhood. I will hold nothing from you
and I choose to make your Will my own from this day forward. Joyfully, I shall bear thy
cross every day. So help me God!
CHARITY WORK
•
•
•
•

Keep the flame for Mother India and offer daily decrees and prayers.
Study in the universities of India and assist in opening branches of Montessori
International all across India.(20)
Donate books and other material on teachings to new inquirers in India.
Provide financial support for publishing the teachings, including Pearls of
Wisdom and Keepers of the Flame lessons, in English language.(21)

CITATIONS
(1) It is most important that you cooperate in your calls to Chananda, to me, to Kuthumi and Djwal Kul, to
Serapis Bey, the Great Divine Director and Saint Germain for the coordination of the divine plan for all of
India and America as one. Let us then superimpose India on the map of the United States. Let us realize the
fusion of these hearts, East and West, as the mighty fusion of twin flames. (Beloved El Morya, “The Circle
of the One is Closed: By Three Dots We Conquer,” June 29, 1980, POW Vol. 23, No. 26)
(2) We send forth the thought form of the converging of the flames of East and West: now that the true
spiritual path of the West has been set forth by Sanat Kumara, the Ancient of Days, by Saint Germain and
El Morya; now that there is the outer branch of the Great White Brotherhood in this nation and a teaching
that can be taught by you under the World teachers, we call for the converging of the paths of East and
West.” (Beloved Chananda, Unpublished Dictation, December 29, 1979, The Harpstrings of Lemuria)
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(3) I call to your attention, beloved, that India and the United states share a destiny, and yet sharing of that
destiny has not been seen in any major statement. And it is because before these peoples may come
together to work their service for God on this planet, there must be exorcised from both continents fallen
angels who disrupt and distort religion, politics, government and every aspect of life. This is a great burden
to El Morya and to the Darjeeling Council as well to myself. (Beloved Babaji on Behalf of the Unascended
Masters, “It is Time to Put Full Attention upon the Physical Body,” February 1, 2004, POW Vol. 47, No. 5)
(4) I AM the Maha Chohan and I AM visiting the lightbearers of the earth. I represent the Great White
Brotherhood, and I announce to all the world that the Great White Brotherhood is come again to fulfill that
fiery destiny. (Beloved Maha Chohan, “Dedication of the Ashram of the World Mother in New Delhi,
India,” July 13, 1980, POW Vol. 23, No. 28)
(5) Therefore, placing the focal point of the Mother and her chelas in the West as one extreme of the figure
eight, we desire to see the nucleus of light in India established so that there can be a perpetual flow over
this figure eight, and over that flow the transmutation of planetary karma. Considering then that this
forcefield is now one end of the figure eight, you can with your mind’s eye place your finger at that
extreme point at the figure eight: and now you can imagine that figure eight rotating over the entire surface
of the Earth, so that wherever there is an ashram of light, a community teaching center, there becomes the
extreme, the other point of the figure eight. The Lord Sanat Kumara has determined to place himself at that
mighty nexus of the figure eight wherever it occurs. Thus, through the mighty heart of the Ancient of Days,
the light that translates between you shall fulfill both aspects of the law – that of accelerating light in the
earth by his mighty heart and that of bearing the cross of planetary karma.”(Beloved Chananda,
Unpublished Dictation, December 29, 1979, The Harpstrings of Lemuria)
(6) When earlier in this century I contacted Mark to be my amanuensis, I looked forward to the hour when
all that he would accomplish would be transferred to our land by the blessed Mother. Thus, this hour is
come. (Beloved El Morya, “The Circle of the One is Closed: By Three Dots We Conquer,” June 29, 1980,
POW Vol. 23, No. 26)
(7) The calls that you have, which are the judgment calls and the calls to [cast out] the dweller as well as
labors that you can set yourselves to for the binding of these false hierarchs, will accomplish much for the
enlightenment of the entire world. (Beloved Babaji on Behalf of the Unascended Masters, “It is Time to Put
Full Attention upon the Physical Body,” February 1, 2004, POW Vol. 47, No. 5)
(8) We stand with you to challenge the false hierarchy of the Himalayan Brotherhood. We come to invoke
the sacred passion of the Lord. We send our messenger for the pronouncement of the judgment upon all
who have held back thy mighty light. O Himalayan Brotherhood, O Souls of light, we send forth the edict
for the binding of the false gurus who have gone forth into embodiment into the land of Afra. (Beloved
Lord Maitreya, Unpublished Dictation, December 29, 1979, The Harpstrings of Lemuria)
(9) Blessed Kuan Yin has comforted me in my hour of crucifixion for my nation as the comfort of the
Divine Mother. And she has said to me, representing the Karmic Board: “My son Chananda, though it be
the karma of India to be bowed down by her rejection of the saints and prophets and avatars and kings of
Light of the past, may we not together in prayer summon the Lord’s mercy that there might be intercession
between this people and the descending karma that is due upon their leaders – chiefly the Nephilim
themselves – though it is yet the burden of the people and their own karma for having allowed these leaders
to remain, for having voted them in office and tolerated their infamy.? Thus together we have prayed to the
problem of India. (Beloved Chananda, “India in Her Darkest Hour,” June 7, 1981, POW Vol. 24, No. 23)
(10) To this end, Saint Germain has given to you the teaching on The Creation of the Cloud. It is a teaching
that has been all too neglected – to the hurt of the individual chela and sometimes, alas, to the organization
itself. It was given many a year ago because its use is an absolute necessity in your life. The creation of this
cloud is like the magician’s trick – ever available up the sleeve of the chela, ready to be drawn forth when
all the world arrays itself against the truth for which you stand. (Beloved Chananda, “India in Her Darkest
Hour,” June 7, 1981, POW Vol. 24, No. 23)
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(11) It is you who bring the light to India. It is you who make the connecting point to the inner retreats of
the Great White Brotherhood. It is most important that you cooperate in your calls to Chananda, to me, to
Kuthumi and Dwal Kul, to Serapis Bey, the Great Divine Director and Saint Germain for the coordination
of the divine plan for all of India and America as one. Let us then superimpose India on the map of the
United States. (Beloved El Morya, “The Circle of the One is Closed: By Three Dots We Conquer,” June
29, 1980, POW Vol. 23, No. 26)
(12) Our eye is upon India and the transfer of the resurrection light a decade hence into the very heart of the
land of the mahatmas. Blessed ones, this occasion of our coming with the band of devotees is for
reinforcement and an eleventh-hour distribution of the light. (Beloved El Morya, “The Circle of the One is
Closed: By Three Dots We Conquer,” June 29, 1980, POW Vol. 23, No. 26)
(13) I also tell you, though there be adepts who keep the flame in the octaves of Matter, there are also in
India today less devotees than ever before. Many have been swept away by modernization and civilization.
Therefore India is a dry and parched land spiritually, and at some levels, and requires the great infusion of
Saint Germain’s light. (Beloved El Morya, “The Circle of the One is Closed: By Three Dots We Conquer,”
June 29, 1980, POW Vol. 23, No. 26)
(14) We look for devotees out of the West to infuse India with the practical spiritual religion. We look for
the Mother to translate the teaching of Hinduism and Buddhism and to extricate these teachings from the
overlay of the fallen ones that has allowed the people to become passive and to procrastinate the balancing
of their karma to the next life and the next and the next. (Beloved Chananda, Unpublished Dictation,
December 28, 1975, The Challenges of Initiation)
(15) Think of the people and masses of people who require your ministry, and your love and your Christ
presence, your individual attention. Think of the tutoring and the teaching and laboring with these souls.
Think, think, O precious hearts. Think a bit beyond yourselves and beyond your concerns. Think of the
millions who await the coming of your light, who are in bondage, in squalor, in filth, in poverty, who live
and die in the streets. Think of these and think of the exploiters, think of the division and see the selfishness
of those whose lust is for power and for money. (Beloved Chananda, Unpublished Dictation, December 28,
1975, The Challenges of Initiation)
(16) Blessed Kuan Yin has comforted me in my hour of crucifixion for my nation as the comfort of the
Divine Mother. Thus together we have prayed for the solution to the problems of India. Now we make
fervent call to Maximus for the multiplication of the flame of Kuan Yin-for the multiplication of devotees.
If there is one or three or ten, can there not be one hundred, a thousand, and ten thousand? It is the principle
of the squaring of the circle. (Beloved Chananda, “India in Her Darkest Hour,” June 7, 1981, POW Vol.
24, No. 23)
(17) Children of the Sun, I commend you unto the keeping of the Holy Spirit. So be keepers of the flame of
that Spirit in the land of India. So God holds in store for all who will make this pilgrimage the opportunity
to increase the light of the heart in all the world. Let the true meaning of the Holy Spirit and of Lord Shiva
and of Christ’s own comforting message of the coming comforter be taught in this nation. For truly, my
beloved, truly the understanding and embodiment of the Trinity is what is needed here. (Beloved Maha
Chohan, “Dedication of the Ashram of the World Mother in New Delhi, India,” July 13, 1980, POW Vol.
23, No. 28)
(18) I appeal to the devotees of the West to assist us in transferring the flame of the practical application of
the law of the Word to the immediate solutions to certain problems of India, which cannot be delayed.
(Beloved Chananda, “India in Her Darkest Hour,” June 7, 1981, POW Vol. 24, No. 23)
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(19) Remember what I say this night, for in the keeping of my Word as well my flame you will conquer
this subcontinent and move on to establish cities of the sun, nation by nation. Make haste, then, for Morya
waits and Chananda calls. The hearts of millions are in terror and we would deliver to them the joy of love,
the joy of God’s will, the joy of overcoming through self-mastery and the grace of the Holy Spirit. (Beloved
Maha Chohan, “Dedication of the Ashram of the World Mother in New Delhi, India,” July 13, 1980, POW
Vol. 23, No. 28)
(20) For we are ready and the Lord awaits the coming of his own. There is opportunity to study at the
universities of India, to keep the flame of the Ashram of the World Mother, and to open a branch of
Montessori International for her blessed children.” (Beloved Goddess of Liberty, “The Mutable Soul is
Entrusted with the Immutable Spirit,” March 23, 1980, POW Vol. 23, No. 12)
(21) We look for the Mother to translate the teaching of Hinduism and Buddhism and to extricate these
teachings from the overlay of the fallen ones that has allowed the people to become passive and to
procrastinate the balancing of their karma to the next life and the next and the next. (Beloved Chananda,
Unpublished Dictation, December 28, 1975, The Challenges of Initiation)

Please email holyorders@tsl.org if you have any questions or you can also visit our
Frequently Asked Questions section at http://holyorders.org We will be happy to assist
you!
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